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Morning Assembly 
Morning assembly helps to strengthen communication, share information
and raise student awareness around current affairs. Assemblies in the
month of August were conducted with active participation of the students
under the guidance of teachers. The students took it upon themselves to
research on current affairs and presented a dance performance and a song
as a tribute on the occasion of independence day. 



Class Display Boards 

Display boards enhance the
aesthetic value of the class and
help in visual learning and
retention of concepts. It makes the
class lively and interesting. This
month, students displayed
monthly activities as well as their
learning around the state of the
month in a creative way and
revised concepts of Biology.



SDG-5
Gender Equality 

Gender equality is not only a fundamental human right, but a necessary foundation for a
peaceful, prosperous and sustainable world. Students discussed gender stereotypes they
come across in society like how men and women are expected to act, speak, dress, and
conduct themselves, and how these preconceived gender roles can limit men’s and
women’s capacity to pursue professional careers and prevent them from making individual
choices about their lives. 



07/07/2022National Handloom Day 
National Handloom Day is observed to commemorate the launch of the
Swadeshi Movement in 1905. The day is marked to honour the handloom-
weaving community of India and to highlight the contribution of the handloom
sector to the socio-economic development of the country.
 Students made various handmade articles which depicted our handloom sector.



Quit India Movement 
08/08/2022

The Quit India Movement, also known as the August Movement, was launched at the
Bombay session of the All India Congress Committee by Mohandas Gandhi. Students
discussed the significance of the movement and the reasons for mass upsurge against
colonial rule on a scale not seen earlier, which sent out the unmistakable message that
the Sun was about to set on the British Empire in India.



Rakshabandhan 11/08/2022

The significance of the festival is primarily to strengthen and celebrate the
brother-sister bond. In most parts of the country, the festival is marked by the
sister tying a rakhi on her brother's wrist. However, the festival has various
hues in other parts of the country.
 Students were engaged in making different types of posters as per this festival. 



Independence day 
Independence day is the day to celebrate our freedom. It is also a day when we
remember the sacrifices made by our freedom warriors. It instills patriotism in us and
drives us to do something for our nation.  Students showcased the contribution of
different Prime-Ministers of our country towards the growth of our nation. 

15/08/2022



World Humanitarian Day 
19/08/2022

World Humanitarian Day is an international day dedicated to recognize humanitarian
personnel and those who have lost their lives working for humanitarian causes.
Students made different types of posters and also expressed their views in front of
class.



Janmashtami 19/08/2022

Krishna Janmashtami is an annual Hindu festival that celebrates the birth
of Krishna, the eighth avatar of Lord Vishnu. Students displayed their
creativity by making different pictures of lord krishna. 



World Mosquito Day 
20/08/2022

World Mosquito Day is observed in order to honour Sir Ronald Ross who discovered the link
between mosquitoes and the transmission of malaria in the year 1897. Students identified
various mosquito-borne diseases such as malaria, dengue and chikungunya which are spread
more during the monsoons in India and also talked about ways to protect the spread of such
diseases. 



National Sports Day 
29/08/2022

The day is celebrated to commemorate the birth anniversary of Indian
hockey legend, Major Dhyan Chand. Students researched and wrote
about the 'Hockey Wizard'. They also made some posters and pictures
depicting various sports. 



Every month, the school takes up a state of
India or a UT and various learning activities
are conducted to bring forth to our students
the rich heritage of our country. This month
students researched the cuisine, art forms and
famous tourist locations of Gujarat and
displayed their work on the School Display
Board.

Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat
State of the Month

Gujarat



English 
The students of Class XI displayed 21st Century Skills like Critical Thinking and
Communication during a group discussion on the aftermaths of war on the common
people.  They also talked about the causes of war outbreak, the destruction associated
with it and the long term effects that lead to suffering and loss. The students concluded
that war always left the world desolate and in crisis, the wounds of which are difficult to
heal.



Economics 
Students were encouraged  to identify key points within chapters they
had completed and use mind-maps to showcase them. Students then
discussed the topics in class, thereby revising and strengthening their
communication skills and created models which they will use as aids for
revision for the upcoming exams. 



History 
Developed in Ancient Mesopotamia, clay tablets
were used for over 3,000 years. Scribes used a reed
stylus to impress characters in moist clay. The
tablets were usually dried in the sun or sometimes
fired in kilns. Students created their own
personalised clay-tablets and  explained the use of
clay tablets as tool for effective communication.

1-Communication    4- Physical dexterity
2- Collaboration      5- Problem solving 
3- Creativity            

Skill involved 



INFORMATICS PRACTICES 
Operators in Python

Students were taught about Operators in Python which are special symbols that
carry out arithmetic or logical computation. 

Students were able to:
-Use Boolean Datatype.
-Implement relational operators and logical operators.
-Understand how to evaluate Boolean expressions (conditions) and
compound Boolean expressions.



Physical Education 

Regular physical activity promotes growth and development and has multiple
benefits for physical, mental, and psychological health that undoubtedly
contributes to learning. Physical activity can improve mental health by
decreasing and preventing conditions such as anxiety and depression, as well
as improving mood and other aspects of well-being.

Growth and Development



SDGS
 21st CENTURY SKILLS

The Sustainable
Development Goals are
a collection of 17
interlinked global goals
designed to be a
"blueprint to achieve a
better and more
sustainable future for
all.

21st century skills refer to
the knowledge, life skills,
career skills, habits, and
traits that are critically
important to student
success in today's world.

The School is committed to provide
an enriching learning journey and
conceptualised a curriculum that
includes learning about sustainability
as well as key 21st century skills to
enable our students to be global
citizens.

PRODUCTIVITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY



Upcoming Events-September 

SDG 2- Zero Hunger
21st Century Skill- Productivity and Accountability 

 

State of the month - Kerala 
 01.09.22- 07.09.22-  Nutrition Week
05.09.22- Teachers' Day
14.09.22- World Hindi Day
26.09.22- World Rivers' Day
26.09.22 - World Environmental Health Day
29.09.22- World Heart Day


